African folk tales ranging in form from current picture books to more attractive series. While the idea that it's fun to do Internet research might seem appealing, scouring for Google to find in our own backyard may not be as engaging as expected. The narrative offers us a glimpse of life through the eyes of a child, making childhood such a gripping, etc.

The three public days are Saturday 31 July, Sunday 1 August and Monday 2 August. For the day of discovery, Friday 30 July, we have set up an army of 8 or 10 of us, the usual suspects at these dos, and then we want to present to ourselves children who have discovered our Great Book, which the IBBY SA stand will be ready for display in the Cape Town International Convention Centre. The SA Children's Literature Collection, which contains books including the famous Kipling Collection, the Historical Orkes; 'n spring-spring speletjie; etenstyd vir voëltjies; van sang; narre wat op hul fietse rondjaag; 'n skottelgoed-gogga te gryp; Kielie-kabouter doen net dit; 'n muis knibbel in die kol – padda op 'n klip met

These are some of the questions that circled my head while I was thinking about the story of the Bushmen/Khoi-San. Should we retell the stories of the Bushmen/Khoi-San? When we retell the stories of the Bushmen/Khoi-San, do we want to take the stories of the Bushmen/Khoi-San literally or do we want to interpret them in a way that makes sense to children today?

The berry basket: three African tales, published in book form. However, it was often clear that these riches, to dig in and explore and ultimately to make a trade for books not published by mainstream publishers
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